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MEASURING THE WELFARE LOSS OF THE FINNISH
PROPOSAL FOR INTEREST INCOME TAXATION'
JOUKO YLA-LIEDENPOHJA
University of Tampere, SF-33JOJ Tampere, Finland

A welfare loss ofabout 5 to 6 per cent ofthe capital stock is estimated to result
from the introduction of a tax on real domestic interest receipts in the 1983
Finnish economy. Firstly. a review of the history of the tax treatment of interest income and of the proposal to change it are presented. It is pointed out
that prior to the year of 1983 the Finnish economy operated approximately
so that no tax wedge was included in the domestic average lending rates. Secondly, the effects ofthe imposition ofa tax in such circumstances on domestic
interest rates is analysed graphically in the presence of international capital
flows. It is observed that if the domestic (foreign) investors determine solely
the domestic tax-free interest rates. the tax will shift 100 per cent forward
(backward). Hence. a welfare loss results in the form of reduced domestic investmem (saving). Thirdly, limitations and crucial parameter values of the applied three-sector general equilibrium model are explained. and there is also
a description of how the proposed reform is tackled in the model. Finally, the
consumer's equivalent variation is calculated for each successive year by comparing the new utility level to the one along the reference path. The present
value of those un weighted losses in relation to the capital stock gives the welfare loss.

The Finnish system of taxing interest income has featured the tax-exemption of interest on non-indexed bank deposits made in
a domestic bank and on the Finnish govern-

ment bonds over the post-World War II era.
The tOO per cent indexed deposits and bonds.
the issues of which were allowed from time
to time during 1955-1968, were subject to the
standard income tax on their full nominal interest. Mortgage bonds intermediated and is-
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I. Institutional Background
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sued by the subsidiaries of the banks were also
granted tax·exemption. On the other hand,

corporate bonds like debentures have always
been taxable. The hanks have also always had
the right to receive taxable deposits when their
terms differ from the tax-exempt ones. Except
for the experiment with the indexed bonds and
deposits, the household subscription to taxable deposits and bonds was negligible until
the mid-1980's.
The same era is also characterized by the
rather stiff interest rate regulation by the Bank
of Finland. In particular, it has concerned the
average lending rate of the banks. The detailed
measures have varied in the past. but in the
recent past the Base Rate of the Bank of Finland was used as the reference rate of interest
for regulation.
The regulation had the effect that the av·
erage bank lending rate closely followed the
average interest rate on newly issued five- and
ten-year government bonds. This has two important implications:
(i) the average interest cost of borrowing
was roughly equal to the tax-free market rate
of interest earned by the savers on safe longterm financial investments without carrying
any tax wedge; I
(ii) the interest rate regulation aimed, at
least implicity, at fixing the long-term nominal interest rates according to the respective
inflation expectations.
This stiff regulation in contrast to the exceptionally high and volatile inflation rates of
the 1970's and early 1980's made it profitable
to start shorHerm lending and borrowing di·
rectly between the firms. Consequently, the
so-called 'grey' money market was created.
The banks foresaw their profit opportunities
declining and quickly seized the market, channelling both the inflow and out now of funds
through routes that escaped the regulated
sector of bank borrowing and lending. Hence,
a market for taxable short-term financial inI TlU! great majority of bank lending is typically fully
secured by the reol assets of the borrower. Thefoct /hol
the sovers receive a lower return than bonk,f churge on
their overage loons in due to (i) the much greofer liquify
of deposits (the savers receive part of their return in the
form of untaxed impwed income from liquidity services),
and to (ii) Ihe information, contracting, and transaction
costs associated ...·ith the lender-borrower relationship. Of
eoufS(', the bonks charge non-interest fees to cm'er these
I011er types of costs, too.

vestments was a fact. Later on, the Bank of
Finland started to control this segment and
since 1983 allowed the banks to include the
cost of taxable inflow of funds in the regulated
average lending rate of banks.
Almost simultaneously with the short-term
money market the market for long-term taxable bonds developed. This was made possible, firstly, by the introduction of the capital income allowance to the personal income
taxation. It allows households to earn tax-free
a given threshold of dividend, interest and rental income. Hence, their demarrd for taxable
financial investments increased to utilize the
new allowance. Secondly, the gradual lifting
of the average lending rate regulation made
it also profitable for the banks to introduce
taxable deposit accounts. Since July 31st, 1986
the Base Rate-bound interest rate regulation
has referred only to the loans for the purchases of owner-occupied houses and flats.
Even the rate of interest on these loans no
longer follows the tax-free interest earned on
government bonds, but carries a tax wedge
over the saver's net return.
Today there exist the taxable and tax-free
markets for households' investments in deposits and bonds. The interest rate gap
between the average taxable and average taxfree market interest rates earned by the investors has widened all through the 1980's.
The lending institutions must cover the tax
cost in their lending rates. So, all loans granted
to the public are bearing a tax wedge in their
interest cost.
While the above is a short history of the important institutional developments that have
occurred in the area of capital income taxation without any publicly and officially discussed plan, there have been plenty of different - even official - proposals to change
our system of taxing income from capital. The
tax-exempt deposits and bonds have always
been in the focus of the reformers.
There are two arguments and one fictitious
belief behind the requirement to impose an income tax on deposits and bonds. One is the
neutral tax treatment of all financial assets.
The other is the equity ideal of the comprehensive income tax to subject all types of income to the same tax base. The former is emphasized in the early proposal by Lassila and
Valvanne (1964) and the latter in the Commission Report (1974). The fiction behind the re-
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quirement is the belief of solving ~ Open, Sesame! - all real or imaginery problems of our
financial markets and industrial compenti-

tiveness, including the need to secure a sufficient supply of rental housing, by abolishing
the remaining tax-exampt deposits and bonds.
These fictitious arguments have occurred
dominantly in the popular debate of the past
two years.
The Commission Repon (1974) recognized
that only real interest income would ideally be
included in the income tax base, but its administrative complexity and the general pursuit
of not having index clauses in any economic
contracts would call for a more practical, but
schematic, way of including into the tax base
only the top of the interest rates which exceeds a certain threshold. This threshold was
thought by the Commission to be determined
on the basis of the historical average inflation
rate, but was recognized unjust in view of such
high rates of expected inflation as in 1974.
The fiscal neutrality of financial assets is,
of course, not a relevant goal unless it brings
about net cost savings in terms of the resources used by society. It is the tax treatment of
the real activity that maners in the end: reducing the fiscal non~neutrality of financial assets, but simultaneously increasing the marginal taxation of income from real investment
is not a wise conduct of tax policy.
The idea of taxing the top of the interest
rates was rewarmed by Korkman (1986), from
the Bank of Finland, who recommended that
it should be implemented as a source tax.
Many interested parties, including the Ministry
of Finance (1987) Incomes Policy Investiga·
tion Comminee, have also supported the
taxation of real interest income.
No official commission or any other lobbying group has yet considered the full
economic implications of the taxation of real
interest income, not to mention of how well
a schematic source tax would serve its purpose
of achieving neutrality in the tax treatment of
different financial assets. Neither have such
bodies considered any alternative fiscal arrangements to accomplish the desired target.
By this I mean that fiscal neutrality is
always considered in connection with the version of the income tax that sees the ability to
pay as being based on income when it accrues
or is earned (comprehensive income tax). The
version of the income tax that defines the

ability to pay on the basis of spent income
(comprehensive expenditure tax) is totally
ignored by the interested parties, or they are
not aware of it. The desirability of the laner
direction is occasionally pointed out on the
ground that it would offer not only fiscal
neutrality of the financial assets but also a
non-distortionary treatment of real investment. Such ideas are, however, regarded in the
popular debate as being of a purely academic
interest and as forgening all pertinent ques~
tions of tax policy. A progressive expenditure
tax as a form of redistributive direct taxation
may be a too stringently logical system for it
to attract any policy-makers, for it is not easily
understood by the economics profession,
either.

2. Scope of the Calculations
As explained above, the Finnish economy
in 1983 was in a state where the cost of borrowing carried no tax wedge above the return
earned by the individual saver on medium·
and long·[erm safe financial assets carrying
only the risk of inflation. This study endeavours to quantify [he size of the welfare loss
to our economy if an interest income tax is
introduced into such an economy. The calculations are made utilizing a three~sector
general equilibrium model GEMODEL (Damus
1985), but partial equilibrium considerations
are necessary to derive the path of capital en·
dowment in the economy, because the model
itself is solved only in its static version.
Hence, the core issue in most dynamic general equilibrium simulations of capital income
taxes of how strongly saving depends on the
net rate of return is not touched on explicitly
in the present study. The consumers do not
choose the amount of future consumption
(saving) simultaneously with the present consumption. The model contains no market, Le.
no financial market where saving and investment would meet. The whole production of
the economy is consumed in the model. That
is why the effects of [he interest income tax
are brought into the calculations outside the
model.
The present study has consequently twO
core issues that are not cndogenized in [he
model:
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(i) how the market interest rale reacts with
respect to the interest income tax, and
(ii) what is the interest elasticity of invest-

ment.
This procedure has also one advantage in
terms of interpreting the results. One piece of
criticism towards the dynamic simulation

studies of capital income taxes is that in those
models simulations are forced 10 start from
a certain inherited stock of capital whence an
expenditure lax taxes mostly the returns of
existing capital stock during a typical generation-long period analysed. Any tax on existing

capital is known to act as a lump·sum tax.
The present study may not be so apt to this
criticism. Here J compare two different economies: onc is the 1983 actual situation of the
Finnish economy, the other is a model 1983
economy evolving under the interest income
tax utilizing the best available estimates for the
above two issues. Unweighted equivalent
variation is then calculated in each year from
the utility levels attained by the consumers in
the two economies. Hence the welfare measure
is an efficiency measure.
I shall first discuss the issues (i)-(ii) and
then the structure and parameters of the
model in its initial 1983 equilibrium in Section
4. Section 5 reports the calculations of the intended reform. Finally, there is a concluding
section.

3. Reaction of Interest Rates and
Investment to the Proposed Tax

'.
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There are two views in the Finnish tax debate concerning the way how an interest in~
come tax affects the market rate of interest.
The first may be called the mainstream view,
and the second is the one adopted in this
study. The former asserts that the market rate
of interest is independent of the interest income tax, or only slightly responsive to it. The
argument is nowhere stated in detail, but often
the free international capital movements are
implicated, as Dr. Ingberg states in his appendix to the Ministry of Finance (1987) report.
One interpretation of the view is that the
commentators have in their minds a Mundellian type IS-LM model with perfect mobility
of financial capital, in which the domestic
equilibrium rate of interest is given by the

world interest rate. In terms of the market for
loanable funds the supply of funds is perfectly
elastic due to the free internal movement of
capital. The Mundellian framework docs not,
however, incorporate any kind of taxes on in~
terest. As taxable and tax-free domestic bonds
do exist, they should also bear the same
market interest rate if the Mundellian interpretation is followed strictly.
Empirical evidence speaks for the fact that
the market interest rates of taxable and taxfree bonds arc not the same. This was the case
in the period 1955-1968 when we had both
kinds of bonds and is the case today. The re·
turn on tax-free bonds is currently about 8 per
cent and 12 per cent on the taxable ones of
the same maturity and from the same issuer.
Whal is perhaps not understood is that the
tax·free interest rate is also a market rate of
interest.
Besides the basic view, most mainstream
commentators would also like to see investment and saving unaffected by the imposition
of the tax on tax-free deposits and bonds. Airaksinen (1987) is very clear in this respect
since he goes, in fact, one step further arguing
that such a reform would have a slight" effect
on the level of private saving, but not neces·
sarily a decreasing one (p. 153), and would
definitely increase investment due to it reducing the cost of both equity and corporate
bond financing (p. 159).
As it is beyond the scope of the present pa·
per to trace in detail the chain of the implicit
arguments in the mainstream thinking and to
detect its flaws, I shall use simple diagrammatic analysis to examine its assertions. I assume an economy that considers to impose a
tax on income from domestic tax-free deposits
and bonds allowing for the influence of the
unrestricted inlernational mobility of financial capital. For simplicity, I assume that interest income from all domestic deposits and
bonds is tax· free to the permanent residents
of the home country, but the residents of the
home country must pay taxes on all their
financial inveslments made abroad (as is the
case of Finland). The foreign prot folio investors are taxed in their resident country
equally on their resident country and foreign
interest income.
The world interest rate is i"". The home
country investors face the marginal tax rate
mH on their interest income from abroad. As
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the supply of the home country investors'
funds to the international financial markets
forms an unnoticeable fraction, the world
interest rate is given to them. If the home
country investors can freely invest in foreign
and domestic securities, they require in equilibrium, prior to the imposition of a lax on
domestic interest income, the tax-free domestic interest rate iF to equal the after-tax
rate of return on their foreign portfolio invest-

ment, or
(I)

i'=(I-m H) i W•

The foreign residents do not invest in the
deposits and bonds of the home country since
their market return is lower than the world

market one.
The post-reform equilibrium condition is
that the after-tax return on domestic investments must equal the after-tax return on
foreign investments, or

where iT denotes the domestic market interest
rate of taxable deposits and bonds that must
equal the world interest rate.
Hence, I conclude from (I) and (2) that the
tax on domestic interest income shifts 100 per
cent forward. The interest cost of investment
rises from iF to iW exactly by the amount of
the tax on the post-reform interest income.
Prior to the reform investment and saving are
equalized at the market interest rate iF in Fig~
ore 1. The post-tax equilibrium implies the
domestic savers earn exactly the same net rate
of interest as prior to the reform. Hence, the
reform neither increases nor decreases the
amount of saving in the home country. Yet,
investment in the home country decreases
since its pre-corporation tax marginal revenue
product is equated to the post-reform market
rate of interest iW rather than to the prereform one t. The welfare loss resulting
from the reform is the shaded triangle below
the investment demand schedule in Figure I.
The post-reform excess of domestic saving
over domestic investment is invested abroad,
which may have its effect on the rate of exchange.
The alternative is to assume that the prereform level of the interest rate in the home
country is already entirely determined by the

behaviour of the foreign portfolio investors.
They hold such a fraction of the deposits and
government bonds of the home country that
its permanent residents cannot affect the domestic interest rates by their behaviour. So the
equality between the domestic tax-free market
rate of interest and the world rate of interest
must hold in the pre-reform economy, or iF
= jW, at which level of the interest rate domestic saving and investment are equalized in
Figure 2.
In the post-reform economy the market rate
of interest remains the given iW • Investment
is consequently not affected. The home country
savers are, however, earning a lower net rate
of return, or (l-m H) iW, in contrast to the
pre-reform net return jW. So the tax on the
domestic interest income shifts 100 per cent
backwards and reduces the amount of domestic saving. The welfare loss is consequently
the shaded triangle above the savings schedule
in Figure 2. The excess of domestic investment
over domestic saving must be financed by the
imports of financial capital that may again
affect the rate of exchange.
In both these conceplUalized experiments,
when international mobility of financial
capital is taken into account, the imposition
of a tax on the domestic interest rates generates a welfare loss2 due to a permanent
reduction of either domestic investment or
saving. However, the assumptions behind the
determination of domestic interest rates in
either alternative are not plausible for the sake
of finding an undisputable solution to the
issue (i) above: the residents of Finland have
not been allowed to invest freely in foreign securities (in particular, not before 1983), and
neither have the foreigners been investing in
our tax-free deposits and bonds.
In this light, to isolate purely the effect of
the imposition of the tax on domestic tax..free
interest income, it is safest to adopt the view
that the interest income tax shifts both
forward and backward, raising the market
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1 It odds nOlhing 10 the cof/clusion if one assumes thai
Ihe pre-reform economy is a permanently capilal imporling one. implying thai the investmetlt schedule lies to the
righl from where it is drown in Figures I and 1 and implying investmenl 10 be par/iolly financed with foreign
funds. What is essential is that in Ihefirst experimentlhere
exist firms or seclors of Ihe economy where illveslmenr
is equated to the prere/orm domestic market role of inlerest iF.
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rate of interest and the cost of borrowing and
reducing the after·tax nel return earned by the
savers. So, the economy is assumed 10 be
closed to the international capital flows in the
simulations. This avoids an arbitrary determination of one parameter in the model.
As there is no empirical evidence of the degree of the shifting of the interest income tax,
it is assumed to be half forward and half
backward in the calculations. Hence the interest elasticities of domestic saving and investment are the same. 3 Only the real interest

,

J Olle may regard the equal ;1ItereSI elasticily of
slwings and inwslmenl as contrary 10 the typical econome/ric evidence that implies savings to be rather insensi-

income is assumed to be taxable. The tax rate
is 50 per cent, which is the average marginal
income tax rate in 1983 according to Wahlberg (1987).
The long-term real interest cost of investment before and after the intended reform is
live with res{W('t to Ihe real inrerest rOle. As Summers
(/98/) points out, Ihese eslimales are derived under Ihe
assumplion of constanr ""ealth. A change in the real interest rate, however, changes Ihe present value offuture
labour income. According 10 his analysis. by taking into
account the interest elasticity of human wealth. the conventional econometric elasticities imply a much higher interest elasticity of savings. So. in fact, the economics profession does not know which of Ihe two, investment or
saving, is more interest elastic.
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then calculated sectorwise by weighting with
the respective shares of investments into plants
and equipment. The increase of the real interest cost of investment is as follows:

industrial sector
services seclor
owner·occupied

2.3 percentage points
»
»
2.3

housing

0.8
2.0

rental housing

»
»

»
»

These are provided by Saarinen (1987). The
base year of these calculations is 1985. which
may bring a small bias into the obtained increases of the interest cost of investment as
far as the average bank lending rate contained
a tax wedge in 1985. It is likely to be small
since 1986 was the breakthrough year of the
interest rate deregulation and the consequent
growth of taxable deposits in the hanks.
As to the interest elasticity of investment
and long-run capital slock in different sectors,
the best available estimates are provided by
Koskenkyla and Peisa (1985), and lhe ones
used were selected from their consensus interval by Saarinen (1987). The elasticities are expressed as per cent one percentage point increase in the real interest cost. The elasticities
and the consequent changes of the amounts
of investment and capital stock on the basis
of the above interest cost changes are as
Follows (Saarinen 1987):

sector
industrial
services
housing
- owner-occupied
- rental
agriculture

also by using general equilibrium tax analysis
that emphasizes the efficiency aspect of the reforms. Typically, the prevailing economic
analyses of the effects of tax reforms have in
Finland been based solely on macroeconomic
models focusing on employment, in nation
and current account effects. In some cases
those analyses are complemented by certain
stylized distributional examples. General equilibrium analysis tells potentially also more
about the distributional effects if the consumption sector is sufficiently disaggregated.
GEMODEL is a small model and used
mostly for teaching purposes. Yet, using it in
research is no small task at all. It contains
three productive sectors. In our use they are
named open (industrial), closed (services and
housing) and primary (forestry and agriculture). Each sector is modelled to produce only
one good according a CES-form production
function with two factors of production:
labour and capital. The primary sector is
however a two-level CES so that the value
added of labour and capital is the first level,
and it is combined with the third factor, land,
in the second level.
The most crucial model parameters must be
defined by the user. The rest are calibrated by
the programme so that the initial equilibrium
corresponds to the true 1983 structure of the
economy. The substitution elasticities remain

investment
elasticity
change
-1.5 '10
-3.45 '10
-2.0 '10
-4.40 '10
-1.0 '10
-1.5 '10
-0.3 '10

These percentage changes were utilized to
derive the path of the capital stock under the
intended tax on real interest income. The consequent long-run effect is a decrease in the
1983 private sector capital stock by approximately 15 billion markkas.

4. General Equilibrium Model
From a policy point of view it is desirable
to have calculations of prospective tax reforms

capital stock
elasticity
change
-0.7 '10
-1.6 '10
-1.0 '10
-0.9 '10
-0.4 '10
-1.0 '10
-0.25 '10
-1.1 '10
-0.5 '10

fixed during the calibration. They were estimaled by TOrma (1986) From lhe 1960-1984
annual data. The substitution elasticities
between capital and labour are sectorwise as
follows: open 1.5, closed 1.4, primary 2.7, and
the one between value added and land 3.1.
Compared to the traditional elasticities of the
1960's these are high, but a long-run inter·
pretation may be given to these aggregate time
series estimates.
There are 10 different consumers each
endowed with time, capi[al and land. So the
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consumers own the whole economy. The consumers correspond to the deciles of the true
population when the households are ranked
from the lowest to the highest income earner
on the basis of their disposable income. The
decilewise distribution of the capital endowment was calculated from the 1979 Saving
Survey (Kosonen and Suoniemi 1982), the one
of time endowment from the Pellervo Economic Research Institute data for 1980, and
the one of land by Risto Sullstrom from the
1981 Household Expenditure Survey.
The Pellervo data bank is constructed so
that an hourly wage rate is calculated on an
individual basis by dividing the total of waged
and salaried income from the tax return data
by the annual working hours from the Labour
Force Survey. The time endowment is then
given by multiplying maximal annual working
hours (300 days x 16 h/day) with the hourly
wage in each decile. The factor endowments
are further raised to the 1983 level and scaled
so that the total value of factor income received by the consumers equals the )983 national income. Wahlberg (1987) explains more
closely the calculation of these. All factor endowments are then given in millions of markkas; see Appendix.
Each consumer derives utility from the consumption of the three goods and leisure. The
utility function is a two-level CES function.
The substitution elasticities remain again fixed
during the calibration and are based on Torma's (1986) estimates from the 1960-1984
aggregate time series data. The one between
the goods (the first level) is the same, or 0.256
for each consumer as in the substitution elasticity, or 0.68 between leisure and total consumption (the second level). The 1983 final demands of the three goods by the consumers
must also be defined for the calibration so that
the total consumption of each good corresponds to the actual production in 1983. They
were calculated using again TOrma's expenditure share estimates: 0.37 for the industrial,
0.51 for the services and housing, and 0.12 for
the primary sector. Also, each consumer's labour income is needed. It is the one obtained
from the Pellervo data. So the consumers of
the model in the calibration are identical, except that they have different wage rates and
different lengths of the work year.
Most of the tax parameters are calibrated
on the basis of the given 1983 tax structure

so that both the total tax revenue and its
distribution among the personal income tax
and the factor taxes (corporation tax, payroll
tax and final sales taxes) correspond to the actual 1983 one. The industrywise collection of
the factor taxes must be defined, too, and is
the following:
tax/sector
corporation tax
payroll tax
sales lax

open
0.056
0.122
0.255

closed
0.115
0.111
0.112

primary
0.0
0.109
-0.164

This part of the tax structure was calculated
by Saarinen (1987), which gives the details of
the classification of the numerous taxes and
subsidies among the three groups and among
industries. Personal income tax is determined
according to the linear function which is the
same for each consumer. Its parameters remain given in the calibration and were estimaled by Wahlberg (1987), being the marginal income tax rate (MTR) 0.499 and the
lump·sum tax credit (TC) 4812 million markkas.
The government distributes the whole of the
tax revenue as non-taxed transfers to the consumers. The transfer shares of each consumer
were calculated so that the personal income
tax payment in the model corresponds to his
actual income tax payment. Hence Wahlberg
(1987) calculated tax-free income in each
decile as well as possible, by bracketwise comparing the figures of the Income Distribution
Statistics, which is supposed to give the true
level of income by the source of income, to
the Income and Wealth Statistics, which rePOTtS taxable income by its source. As the
MTR is 50 per cent, one markka of tax-free
income is equivalent to half a markka of a
transfer. This procedure is necessary since
GEMODEL includes all factor incomes into
the tax base. The transfer shares of the initial
equilibrium are given in the Appendix.
This is the initial data requirement of the
model. Thereafter, the programme calibrates
about 40 other parameters of the production
functions, utility functions and tax rates so
that the relative factor prices are units in the
initial equilibrium. Since all factor endowments are given in markkas, the relative price
between labour income markka and capital in·
come markka must, of course, be one. The
equality of factor supplies and demands and
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production and consumption of each good
(exports and imports are al1owed) must, of
course, be satisfied in the initial equilibrium.
Also, income earned by each consumer must
be consumed and the total tax collection must
equal the total of transfers. Small differences
appear between the calibrated initial equilibrium and the actual structure of the economy.
The equilibrium is always 3uained under a certain tolerance for the relative price of capital.
Though the most crucial elements of the
simulation model are based on econometric estimates, the majority of them are left to be
determined by the calibration. Hence the standard criticism against this approach applies
here. too. The calibration did not change the
expenditure share parameters of the goods.
Perhaps the most interesting one is the parameter value of the leisure demand share for
each consumer since it determines the compensated elasticity of labour supply together with
the substitution elasticity.
The leisure demand share varies between the
consumers due to their differences in the
hourly wages and in the annual working
hours. The compensated elasticity of labour
supply is highest, 0.28, in the lowest decile.
As observed from the Appendix this decile is
relatively capital-rich. The next highest, 0.25 -0.26, it is in deciles 2 and 10. The former
one has a remarkably high hourly wage rate,
but the length of the working year is less than
full. The lowest compensated elasticities, 0.21
-0.22, are in deciles 3-5 who have a relatively small wage rate and capital endowment,
but who work the full length of the year. From
the sixth decile upwards the compensated elasticity increases since the higher is the decile,
the longer is the work year.

5. Results from the Tax Proposal
The initial equilibrium having been found,
a new equilibrium can be searched for if
some endowment and/or parameter has been
changed, subject to the constant tax revenue
requirement of the differential tax incidence
analysis. The introduction of the interest income taxation requires the amount of the capital endowment, the parameters of the personal income tax function, and each consumer's transfer shares to be changed.

To facilitate easier calculations and interpretation of the model in its static form it was
decided that no growth be modelled into the
reference path of the economy under the 1983
system. Instead, the endowments of the economy remain the same in the simulations, except that the capital endowment is reduced in
successive years according to the above reported sectorwise percentage changes of investment so that in the long run the sectorwise decrease of the capital stock corresponds
to its long-run elasticity. Along the new path
the capital endowment of the whole economy
is reduced by 94 million markkas in 1984, by
593 million in the year of 2005, and by 754
million in the long run.
Since most of the interest income was tax
free in 1983, the change in the tax system is
handled in the personal income tax function
by maintaining TC constant, but reducing the
MTR in 1984 to 0.495 and changing each consumer's transfer share corresponding to his
loss of transfers in the form of tax-free income. The transfer shares and MTRs are
manipulated each successive year in the same
way. The MTR rises slowly over time to its
long-run level of 0.497 due to the shrinking
of the size of the economy and due to the fact
that in differential tax incidence analysis one
must keep the real tax revenue constant. The
fact that the MTR is lowered so little is due
to the fact there is such a small amount of real
interest income according to Income Distribution Statistics. The long-run transfer shares
are also reported in the Appendix.
A new equilibrium is then searched for each
successive year and the equivalent variation is
calculated from the attained new utility level
of each consumer. The equivalent variation
gives the money value of the change of the
consumer's income that at the pre-reform
prices is equivalent 10 the intended reform. A
negative value measures a welfare loss. So it
is the amount of manna in markkas that
should at least descend each year from heaven
for the consumers to forgo the intended interest income tax. Table I reports the welfare
losses by the deciles and gives their unweighted
sum in the years of 1984 and 2005 and in the
long-run equilibrium.
The annual welfare loss in 1984 is approximately 0.6 per cent of the 1983 net national
product and the annual long-run welfare loss
about I per cent of it. In contrast, Fullerton,
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Table I. The Distribulion of the Welrare
consumer
decile

114

152
175
185
158
152
190
184
196

III

147
118
107

l

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2005

1984

1
2

1JJ

120
130
149
-

225

Lo~.

-

238
365

long-run

-

165
189
197
171
166
208
204

-

218

-

266

-

411

unweighled
IOlal

-1376

-1995

All numbers are millions of 1983

-2195

markka~.

Shoven and Whalley's (1983) study on the
U.S. economy concluded that a switch from
the income tax to a progressive consumption
tax would generate a welfare gain, the present
value of the stream of net gains from the re·
form, of just over I per cent of the discounted
present value of national income.
Choosing a 3 per cent social rale of discount
(which is higher than the average real rale of
return on government bonds. which measures
the consumption rate of discount) to calculate
the present value of these annual un weighted
welfare losses, I end up with 65 billion mark·
kas. It makes 5.7 per cent of Ihe private sector
capital slock in J983. So this result concerns
only the welfare loss from the imposition of
a tax on domeslic interest income from debt
instruments. The purpose has not been to
evaluate the loss that other taxes on income
from capital cause currently.
In contrast, Jorgenson and Yun (1986),
using a wholly econometric general equilibrium model of tax analysis, obtained recently
a result of the welfare gain amounting to
26-27 per cent of the private U.S. wealth if
an expenditure tax (zero marginal taxation of
investment) is substituted for the 1980 U.S.
tax system. This result includes the effecls
arising from the non-deductibility of inlerest
on equity in the corporation tax in addition
to the income tax on interest from both equity
and debt at the individual level.
The most surprising result for me was that
Ihe efficiency loss of each year exceeds Ihe

decrease of the capital endowment. which is
given in the form of a direct loss of the net
national product. Though the reduction of the
marginal income tax rate offers efficiency
gains by increasing the incentive to work more
(the model consumers do work more in the
new equilibrium) at any given wage rate, the
dominating effect is the reduction in the real
wage rate due to the lower capital.labour ratio
that results from the imposition of the interest
income tax. This reduces the money value of
the utility flow from leisure consumption so
much that if far exceeds the efficiency gains
obtained from the more effective·organization
of production and consumption Slructure. In
the end it is growth that matters for welfare.
The value of leisure consumption declines not
only due to a lower hourly wage, but also due
to a longer working year. In spite of this, the
consumers' disposable income and their con·
sumption of goods decrease since they must
meel the same tax revenue requirement.

6. Conclusion
This paper aims at quanlifying the economywide effects of the tong-lived proposal for
imposing an income tax on domestic interest
income. Finland is a remarkable country in
two ways. Firstly, she operated her economy
until J983 effectively in such a state that the
cost of borrowing did not carry any tax wedge
over the return earned by the savers. Secondly,
the popular economic policy debate emphasizes the rosy effects of the implementing of
the proposal in question while the discussion
in other Western countries stresses the large
welfare gains obtainable from the lifting of the
taxation of interest income, which is the tone
of this paper, too.
In the light of the resulting welfare loss
from the imposition of a tax on interest in·
come in an economy where it has been effectively tax free, it is all the more urgent not to
close our eyes to our current tax system. The
results of these calculations can equally be in·
terpreted to measure the economic cost from
the continuation of the present tax system. As
described in the introductory section, all costs
of borrowing today in Finland carry the tax
wedge over the saver's return due to the joint
effect of the capital income allowance and the
deregulation of the illlerest rates. The proper
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route is nOl to increase the size of this wedge
by introducing a more comprehensive interest
income taxation, but to abolish the existing
tax wedge ahogether.
A piece of additional evidence on the ongoing detrimental effects of the increasing tax
wedge in the interest rates on our economy is
offered by the record of private fixed capital
formation. Its trend rate of growth during
1960-1981 was 3.23 per cent, but according
to the published statistics it has been stagnating since 1983.
I have learnt enormously from this project.
The most important lesson is that though intuition is many times a good guide in selling

up questions and problems for exact economic
analysis and research, it is not worth trusting
at all when anticipating what the likely results
of the research may look like. Let the logic
of the model speak for itself. In this light I
do not dare to predict in which direction the
results of this study might change if certain
decisions about the model, which were chosen
or which had to be chosen (due to the limitations of the model and time and my own abi·
Iities) and which may raise the eyebrows of the
profession, had been taken differently. As is
clear from the text, this study is a product of
these decisions, and it is the task of the future
research to refine them.

APPENDIX
The endowments used to find the calibrated initial equilibrium
Notation:
C = consumer decile
L = land
K = capital
T = time
N = labour income
So = Iransfer shares (initial equilibrium)
Sl = transfer shares (long-run equilibrium)

C

L

K

T

N

So

S,

I
2
3

121
15'
191
298
509
470
5'8
640
520
925

3053
2901
2837
2772
3528
5335
6581
6186
9695
15254

21670
24364
21663
23756
25388
29145
30498
33901
40091
62975

6325
7597
8131
9449
10233
11764
12531
13965
16339

.0547
.0939
.0940
.0963
.1071
.1016
.1054
.1037
.1082
.1352

.0550
.0943
.0936
.0964
.1074
.1015
.1055
.1038
.1080
.1344

,
5
6
7
8
9
10

26400

The endowments are millions of 1983 markkas. In the Iirst two deciles the yearly working hours are less than their
normal length. This can be seen from the fact that in spite of the higher earning capacity of the second decile their
labour income is lower than in the third one.
The transfer shares are rounded so that they do not quite add up to one and may not give an exact picture of their
changes due to the reform. The calculations were made on the precision of six digits. Anyway, the changes in the
transfer shares are small, except in the top decile.
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